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 IISI 
IISI is one of the biggest IT consulting companies in Taiwan. With 
over 30 years of experience, IISI’s areas of expertise encompass 
the public sector, financial sector, healthcare, smart city, and 
telecom & internet services. 

 

 

 

 
" With our positive experience 

we recommend ZK as the 

preferred UI framework for 

our teams " 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 About IISI 
International Integrated Systems, Inc. (IISI), is a Taiwan-based, 

large-scale international professional benchmark company of 

information and communication technologies for system 

implementation and software development. 

IISI's industry-leading task force covers sales, marketing, consulting, 

engineering and project management elites, possessing numerous 

professional certificates and strong background of large-scale 

projects for IT system planning, deployment, maintenance and 

operation. 

ZK as the UI interface for a government project 
ZK + Spring + Hibernate 

IISI uses ZK as the UI interface for the administrative interface of a 

government project, providing an information hub supporting the 

daily public service of 1,000+ government officers.  

The project is composed of ZK + Spring + Hibernate. 

WHY ZK 
Some of our team members had a positive experience with ZK in 

their previous projects, so it wasn’t difficult for us to decide to 

choose ZK as our UI framework. 

ZK’s ready-to-use components allow us to build the prototype and 

the actual project in a very short time. This was especially helpful in 

the early stage of the project - we could easily update the prototype 

based on the user’s feedback until we reached a satisfied state. 
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“We are satisfied with the 

quality of ZK components “ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Also, we are happy with the quality of the components - they work 

as expected, and we did not have to report any bugs or ask ZK for 

support. 

Finally, all our projects have to go through penetration tests and 

depending on the solution being used, the process may be 

complicated. Luckily, the process was easy with ZK and saved us a 

lot of time. 

 
The Result 
 
The project started in 2016 and has been deployed to the field, 

supporting thousands of government officers daily with low 

maintenance required. We are satisfied with the productivity boost 

ZK brought us and the quality of the framework. With this positive 

experience, we recommend ZK as the preferred UI framework when 

implementing other Web applications. 

 

 

 

About ZK 
ZK is the leading enterprise Java Web framework with more than 1,500,000 downloads. ZK is deployed by a 
large number of Fortune Global 500 companies, including Barclays, Allianz, Swiss RE, Roche, Deutsche Bank, 
Sony, Sun Microsystems, and Toyota, providing them with the ability to rapidly create rich Ajax enterprise 
level applications. 

 Contact us 
Potix Corporation  
info@zkoss.org 
www.zkoss.org 
 


